When a dangerous event occurs, a variety of events affects the system characteristics of users and of the transportation network in the time. Dynamic models allow us to simulate variation in choice probability from one time to another, considering temporal evolution of user characteristics and of dangerous event. Among dynamic models, sequential dynamic discrete choice models represent a special class and are proposed in this work to simulate evacuation conditions. Sequential tests are introduced to validate the proposed model and in order to ascertain whether current decisions are directly influenced by the most recent previous decisions. Sequential tests are specified for evacuation condition simulation and allow us to assess the significance of the reduction in uncertainty.
Introduction
A discrete choice model could be specified, calibrated and implemented to simulate several choices of transport and mobility, such as transport mode, path choice and car ownership. Discrete choice models are defined in respect of several elements: decision maker, choice set, attributes and parameters, random residuals [1] [2] [3] . These elements vary if ordinary or evacuation conditions are considered [4, 5] and, for evacuation conditions, in relation to the event type which may lead a state of emergency [4] [5] [6] .
The event type can be classified in relation to [4] [5] [6] : a natural or anthropogenic kind; immediate or delayed effect in the time; punctiform or diffuse effect in the space; involved component of transport system. Considering the effect in the time, demand models can be specified for a dangerous event with immediate or delayed effects, in relation to the time gap available between the time at which the dangerous event will happen is known and the time when the event starts its effects on the population [4, 7, 8] . For example, an event with delayed effect in the time is the hurricane. In this case the time gap above mentioned is different from zero and it's possible to identify several time intervals, such as:  the interval between the time at which an hypothetical public decision maker decide to plan an evacuation from a considered area (t 0 ) and the time at which it's possible to know when the hurricane will be in the considered area (t 1 );  the interval between t 1 and the time at which the hurricane reach the considered area (t 2 );  the interval between t 2 and the time at which the hurricane starts its effects (t 3 );  the interval between t 3 and the time at which the hurricane ceases its effects on the population (t 4 ). For a formal definition of times t i , i=1,2,3,4, we refer to Russo and Chilà [4, 5] .
Usually, demand evacuation for dangerous event with delayed effect in the time is simulated in the literature considering a multi-step approach, including several user decisions: evacuate or not (generation), when (departure-time), towards which destination (distribution), by which transport mode (modal choice) and by which path (path choice).
In the literature two user decisions are simulated: evacuate or not and when. Generally, these decisions are simulated considering a statistical approach, using simple relationships such as means, rates and distributions [9, 10] , which we could classify as static approach. However, in emergency conditions, when a variety of events affects the system characteristics of users and of the transportation network, the use of dynamic models is suggested.
Dynamic models give the choice probability while considering system evolution and allow us to simulate variation in choice probability from one time to another time. They could be specified as regards attributes (X), parameters () or random residuals () and are suggested in order to simulate also the situations in which new alternatives arise or previous ones are modified in their attributes, such as: path choice for high frequency services [11] ; day-to-day dynamic path choice behaviour, for a private transport network [12] ; vehicle ownership, when socio-economic properties of families and technical characteristics of vehicles change in time [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Formally, under the assumption of random utility theory, we can define as a dynamic model the model that gives the probability that user n chooses the generic alternative j t in t, if  =C. In the literature, several specifications of dynamic models are proposed. Generally they are not characterized by a statistical structure which allows us to analyze a given dynamic phenomenon, defining dynamic properties such as lag, significance, homogeneity. In the literature which deals with data analysis, a structure which allows dynamic analysis of phenomenon to be carried out is represented by the sequential analysis.
In this work we propose a special class of dynamic discrete choice model, which will name as sequential dynamic discrete choice model, considering properties of dynamic discrete choice model and the statistical structure of sequential analysis. In the section 2 we specify a sequential dynamic discrete choice model to simulate evacuation conditions, in the section 3 we propose sequential tests to validate the proposed model and, finally, in the section 4 we suggest main conclusions.
Sequential dynamic discrete choice model to simulate evacuation conditions
Main objective of sequential analysis methodology is to evaluate hypothetical dependences among transition frequencies, which are defined from antecedent to consequent states. This methodology allows us to record observed data preserving sequential information and also how to analyze such data in a way that makes use of its sequential nature [18, 19] . In sequential analysis, data related to user behaviour are recorded and analyzed, preserving sequential information and considering a statistical approach. Sequential analysis requires that data must be collected in a systematic way. The analyst must set the recording unit, which can be an interval or an event. Depending on how data were recorded, the analyst can extract different representations from the same recorded data for different purposes. Synthetically, there are at least four representation forms, termed the Sequential Data Interchange Standard: event sequences, state sequences, timed-event sequences, interval sequences.
In the following we refer to interval sequences, which are designed to accommodate interval recording in a simple and straightforward way: alternatives are simply listed as they occur and interval boundaries are represented by commas.
Data collected sequentially are summarized using a transition frequency matrix (table 1) and a second matrix so-called transition probability matrix (table 2) , [18, 19] .
The transition frequency matrix is a square matrix which has the same number of rows and columns as events; its generic element represents the transition frequency from i to j, generic events or states of the system. These frequencies can also be converted by dividing each element of transition frequency matrix by the row total (e.g.  ii and  ij by  i+ ,  ji and  jj by  j+ , respectively). The results can be arranged in a matrix called in (sequential analysis) literature transition probability matrix, even if probabilities as currently (De Finetti) defined are not present. In order to highlight the difference between transition probability matrix above mentioned and proposed sequential transition probability we will use for the first the symbol  and for the second the symbol p. The rows of transition probability matrix sum to one.
Transition matrices are able to represent the choice set for a set of users who have made the same given choice in the previous period. In our work, the data are arranged into a transition matrix and are represented as sequences or chains of alternatives (or behavioural states). For each row of the transition matrix a sequential dynamic discrete choice model could be proposed. For each model, the choice set in the present period is defined as function of the choice set in the previous period. Each model is defined for the set of user who took a given choice in the previous period; this given choice corresponds to a given row of transition matrix. Therefore, a relation between previous and present choices is introduced. For each row of transition matrix the proposed model gives the probability of a user choosing the generic alternative in the current period t, conditional upon the probability of the user choosing a given alternative in the Table 1: Transition frequency matrix. Table 2 : Transition probability matrix (so-called in sequential analysis).
www.witpress.com, ISSN 1743-3517 (on-line) previous period t-1. The introduced probability is termed a transition probability and could be classified as a special kind of conditional probability [16, 20, 21] . In order to simulate introduced transition probability, a sequential dynamic discrete choice model is defined. This model is derived considering properties of discrete choice models, properties of sequential analysis and choice alternatives related to the previous periods. Sequential dynamic discrete choice model represents a special class of dynamic discrete choice model, giving the choice probability according to the current and previous system condition, thus considering system evolution and earlier decisions.
Formally, a sequential dynamic discrete choice model is a dynamic model that gives the probability of user n choosing the generic alternative j t in t, j t C t , conditional upon the probability that user n has chosen the generic alternative j 
C;
C t is equal to C t-1 if both have the same physical alternatives, even if one or more alternatives change one or more attributes or parameters from t-1 to t. The probability, in this way defined (see eq. 4), is termed a sequential transition probability and is a kind of conditional probability.
In the same way we can obtain the probability of user n choosing the generic alternative z . In this section we propose the general structure of a sequential dynamic discrete choice model simulating evacuation conditions. We suppose that the decision maker is a generic household which could evacuate at each time period before the hypothetical dangerous event with delayed effects in a period of time T=[t 1 ,t 3 ] (see the hurricane example, sec. 1). We subdivided the period T in sub-interval , at which the generic household could choose evacuating. We suppose the absence of targets imposed by a decision maker and we define a choice set C including, at each , the alternatives: (table 4) . In fact, even if the formal transition frequency matrix is with two rows (for behavioural states e and ne, respectively) and two columns (for behavioural states e and ne, respectively), the row related to alternative e isn't significant, because:
 if a generic household is evacuated in , in  the choice (e or ne) cannot be repeated;  if a generic household isn't evacuated in , in  the household can choose evacuating (e) or not (ne); therefore only the row related to behavioural state ne is significant and for this row a sequential dynamic discrete choice model could be proposed.
Formally, a sequential dynamic discrete choice model simulating evacuation decision is expressed as:
Several hypotheses on random residual distribution could be considered. In relation to these hypotheses, the relation (5) can be specified.
The model could be developed for several user categories, as residents, nonresidents who systematically reach the area for work, non-residents who occasionally reach the area for shopping or other activities, and so on [4, 5] . In relation to the specification of the systematic utility, several attributes could be introduced, related to socio -economic properties of the household and to characteristics of the considered dangerous event.
In some evacuation conditions RP data aren't available and, therefore, it's important to carried out evacuation trials, during which RP surveys may be viewed as physical checking SP data [22, 23] . Moreover, we have pointed out that main question of sequential analysis is to verify if specific transition frequencies from an antecedent to a consequent state differ from what would be expected if the two states were independent. Considering these aspects, we suggest a further approach to define sequential dynamic discrete choice model simulating evacuation conditions.
We suppose that a generic public decision maker plan a given number () of evacuation trials, considering that a hypothetical dangerous event to come true. Table 4 : Significant row of transition frequency matrix for evacuation decision simulation.
The public decision maker's aim is to verify if the household decision (evacuate or not) varies if this household has participate in the past to evacuation trials. In this case, the choice set C includes, for each time , the alternatives:
 non evacuate in  (ne). The transition frequency matrix is with two rows (for behavioural states e and ne, respectively) and two columns (for behavioural states e and ne, respectively): each row is significant, because the aims are to evaluate the evacuation frequency, in relation to a given number of evacuation trials and to the choice given in the previous time (table 5) .
Formally, a sequential dynamic discrete choice model simulating evacuation decision in this case is expressed as:
Several hypothesis on random residual distribution could be considered. In relation to these hypothesis, the relation (6), (7), (8), (9) can be specified.
Also each of these models could be developed for several user categories and several attributes could be introduced in the systematic utility of each alternative.
The experimentation of proposed model in a real context is a work in progress and is characterized by the utilization of data obtained in the SICURO research project for general planning and demand analysis [4, 5, 23-27, 30, 39] and for supply and assignment [28, 29, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Sequential tests
The reduction in uncertainty through knowledge of past events is the basic concept in sequential analysis. In order to assess the significance of this reduction in uncertainty, several tests can be applied [19, 20] . Among these: 
where, considering the equiprobable model: eps(e,e)= eps(e,ne)= eps(ne,n)= eps(ne,ne)=(1/4)· ++ with  4 number of types of considered two-event sequences ((e,e), (e,ne), (ne,e), (ne,ne));   ++ total number of observed two-event sequences.
Conclusion
In this paper the specification of sequential dynamic discrete choice models to simulate evacuation condition with sequential tests, able to ascertain whether current decisions are directly influenced by the most recent previous decisions, is proposed. Their experimentation using data obtained by a real experimentation in an urban area of the South Italy [4, 5, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] ] is a work in progress. Good results have already been obtained from the experimentation of sequential dynamic discrete choice model simulating different user choices, as vehicle ownership [16, [18] [19] [20] . The results of proposed sequential dynamic discrete choice model were compared in terms of rho-quadro bar value with some existing and fundamental dynamic models of literature. Good results for the proposed model are obtained.
A specific experiment, using a SP sample, is currently being developed; the objective is to obtain the first calibration for the model expressed by means of the equations (6)- (9) Future objectives are to test sequential dynamic discrete choice models considering different hypotheses of covariance among alternatives related to the period t, using Probit and Mixed Multinomial Logit residuals, and test sequential dynamic discrete choice models to simulate different choice contexts, namely path choice.
